
Let's start by finding the White Rabbit. Try the emporium up some steps on West Street - 
 it's an Aladdin's Cave and he may be hiding in there! Beware the Knights though... 

1.

   2.The White Rabbit is all inside out because he lost his pocket watch. Maybe you will find 
       it in this unique gift shop further down the road.  

   3.Head over the street to the new shop in town - there, among the homewares, crystals,
      candles and soaps, you might find the way into Wonderland! 

   4.Carefully crossing back over, the drink you need might be in here - be quick! A White
      Rabbit might not be so welcome down on the farm. 

   5.This shop full of literary wonders is sure to hold a tale or two about the characters you
      are searching for. 

   7.On Duke Street there is a House that has thousands of cards - perhaps the White Rabbit
      can pick up a friend on his way past? 

   6.The White Rabbit doesn't appear to listen - maybe he needs to have his hearing checked
      at this specialist shop on Pym Street?   

   8.Around the back of the market you will find all sorts of Dartmoor deli delights and most
      definitely something to sweet to eat. Do you think Alice would like a Baking Bottle?

   9.All that cake has left crumbs on the White Rabbit's smart suit - it may make him even later
      but he needs to get it cleaned before his important date. 

   10.The pesky Knave of Hearts has just run off with the Queen's Tarts... the White Rabbit
         needs to find a way out of his warren and quickly! 

   11.The March Hare has invited the White Rabbit over for a tea party but needs a house...
        perhaps he needs to visit a Mr Kirby on the road to the Market... 

   12.The March Hare's tea parties are famous and the grazing plates here are also legendary 
         head up Paddon's Row for some culinary delights! 

   13.No more time for eating, the White Rabbit has been summoned by the King to take 
        photos of the croquet match. 

   14.The Queen of Hearts is angry that the White Rabbit was late. Can he cheer her up with
        one of Karen's cakes? 

   15.Time for croquet... how curious it all is! Let's head into this fun, fabulous and
        glam boutique to find something to take along. 

   16.The White Rabbit is hot on the heels of Alice now! She is sitting on a garden bench by a
         bridge! The bench needs some TLC and this DIY store has just the thing!  

Follow the clues on
the sheet and collect
your playing cards 

to earn your 
prize! 

Can you 
help the

White Rabbit 
find Alice? 

Collect your
goodies from
Kaleidoscope

Toys



If you have enjoyed the trail, 
let us know! 

Easter
Fun!

https://www.facebook.com/events/658926415197127


